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Abstract – Reconfigurable architectures such as FPGAs
are flexible alternatives to DSPs or ASICs used in mobile
devices for which energy is a key performance metric. Reconfigurable architectures oﬀer several parameters such as
operating frequency, precision, amount of memory, number
of computation units, etc. These parameters define a large
design space that must be explored to find energy eﬃcient
solutions. Eﬃcient traversal of such a large design space
requires high-level modeling to facilitate rapid estimation
of system-wide energy. However, FPGAs do not exhibit a
high-level structure like, for example, a RISC processor for
which high-level as well as low-level energy models are available.
To address this scenario, we propose a domain-specific
modeling technique that exploits the knowledge of the algorithm and the target architecture family for a given problem
to develop a high-level model. This model captures architecture and algorithm features, parameters aﬀecting power
performance, and power estimation functions based on these
parameters. A system-wide energy function is derived based
on the power functions and cycle specific power state of each
building block of the architecture. This model can be used
to understand the impact of various parameters on systemwide energy and can be a basis for the design of energy
eﬃcient algorithms. Our high-level model can be used to
quickly obtain fairly accurate estimate of the system-wide
energy of data paths configured using FPGAs. We demonstrate our modeling methodology by applying it to two domains.
Keywords– domain modeling, energy estimation, energy
optimization

I. Introduction
Dramatic increase in the density and speed of FPGAs
makes them attractive for complex applications. The stateof-the-art Virtex-II Pro FPGA from Xilinx delivers over 0.3
Tera MACs/sec. at an operating frequency of 300 MHz.
Table I [16] shows the peak performance capabilities of the
Virtex FPGA compared with the fastest DSP available last
year.
With such an available processing power, FPGAs are
an attractive fabric for implementing complex and compute intensive applications such as signal processing kernels for mobile devices. Mobile devices operate in power
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constrained environments. Therefore, in addition to time
performance, power performance is a key performance metric [11]. Studies show that optimization at the algorithmic
level has a much higher impact on total energy dissipation
of a system than RTL or gate level. It is reported that
the impact (on energy optimization) ratio is 20 : 2.5 : 1
for algorithmic, register, and circuit level [13]. In this context, there is a need for a high-level energy model which
not only enables algorithmic level optimizations but also
provides rapid and reasonably accurate energy estimates.
TABLE I
Performance Comparison of FPGAs and DSP (Xilinx Inc.)
Function

Fastest DSP

Virtex-II

8×8 MAC

4.4 billion MACs

600 billion MACs

FIR, 256 tap,
16-bit data/coeﬃcient

17 MSPS
(1.1 GHz)

180 MSPS
(180 MHz)

1024 point FFT
(16 bit data)

7.7 µ sec.
(800 MHz)

.1 µ sec.
(140 MHz)

Several issues must be addressed in developing a highlevel energy model for FPGAs. There are numerous ways
to map an algorithm onto an FPGA as opposed to mapping onto a traditional processor such as a RISC processor
or a DSP, for which the architecture and the components
such as ALU, data path, memory, etc. are well defined.
For FPGAs, the basic element is the lookup table (LUT),
which is too low-level an entity to be considered for highlevel modeling. Besides, the architecture design depends
heavily on the algorithm. Therefore, no single high-level
model can capture the energy behavior of all feasible designs implemented on FPGAs. In addition, to elevate the
level of abstraction, high-level models do not capture all
the details of a system and consider only a small set of key
parameters that aﬀect energy. This lowers the accuracy of
energy estimation.
In order to address the issues discussed above, we propose a domain-specific modeling technique (Figure 1). This
technique facilitates high-level energy modeling for a specific domain. A domain corresponds to a family of architectures and algorithms that implements a given kernel. For

example, a set of algorithms implementing matrix multiplication on a linear array is a domain. Detailed knowledge of
the domain is exploited to identify the architecture parameters for the analysis of the energy dissipation of the resulting designs in the domain. By restricting our modeling
to a specific domain, we reduce the number of architecture
parameters and their ranges, thereby significantly reducing
the design space. A limited number of architecture parameters also facilitate development of power functions that
estimate the power dissipated by each component (a building block of a design). For a specific design, the component specific power functions, parameter values associated
with the design, and the cycle specific power state of each
component are combined to specify a system-wide energy
function.

II. Domain-Specific Energy Modeling
The goal of our domain-specific modeling (Figure 2) is
to represent energy dissipation of the designs specific to
a domain in terms of parameters associated with this domain. For a given domain, only those parameters which
can significantly aﬀect system-wide energy dissipation and
can be varied at algorithmic level are chosen for the highlevel energy model. As a result, our model a) facilitates
algorithmic level optimization of energy performance, b)
provides rapid and fairly accurate estimates of the energy
performance, and c) provides energy distribution profile
for individual components to identify candidates for further optimization. First, we define the high-level energy
model. Then we provide details of energy estimation using
this model.
A. High-level Energy Model

Fig. 1. Domain-Specific Modeling

Our approach is a top-down approach in contrast with
other approaches that exploit low-level simulations and estimations for each component and accumulate these results to estimate overall energy dissipation. The advantage of our approach is the ability to rapidly evaluate the
system-wide energy using energy function for diﬀerent designs within a domain. Our high-level energy model also
facilitates algorithmic level energy optimization through
identification of appropriate values for architecture parameters such as frequency, number of components, precision,
etc., early in system design.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The next section describes the domain-specific modeling technique. Section III describes the methodology to estimate the power
functions. A detailed description of high-level modeling
and energy estimation based on the proposed model for
two specific domains is presented in Section IV. We discuss some applications of the high-level model in Section
V. Related eﬀorts are discussed in Section VI. Section VII
concludes the paper.

Our high-level energy model consists of RModules, Interconnects, component specific parameters and power functions, component power state matrices, and a system-wide
energy function.
Relocatable Module (RModule) is a high-level architecture abstraction of a computation or storage module. It is
either a CLB-based logic or a "larger" module composed of
multiple RModules and Interconnects. For example, a register can be a RModule if the number of registers varies in
the design depending on algorithmic level choices. One important assumption about RModule is that energy performance of an instance of a RModule is independent of its location on the device. While this assumption can introduce
small error in energy estimation, it greatly simplifies the
model. Interconnect represents the connection resources
used for data transfer between the RModules. The power
consumed in a given Interconnect depends on its length,
width, and switching activity. Interconnect can be of various types. For example, in Virtex-II FPGAs, there are
several Interconnects such as long lines, hex lines, double
lines, and single connections which diﬀer in their lengths
[16]. In the rest of the paper, we use component to refer to
both RModule and Interconnect.
Component specific parameters depend on the characteristics of the component and its relationship to the algorithm. For example, operating frequency or precision of
a multiplier RModule can be chosen as parameters if they
are varied by the algorithm. Possible candidates parameters include operating frequency (f ), input switching activity (sa), word precision (w), power states (ps), number
of RModule type i (ni ), and etc. Component specific power
functions capture the eﬀect of component specific parameters on the average power dissipation of the component.
The power functions are obtained by implementing sample designs of individual components and simulating them
using low-level simulators (See Section III).
Component Power State (CPS) matrices capture the
power state for all the components in each cycle. For example, consider a design that contains k diﬀerent types of
components (C1 , ..., Ck ) with ni components of type i. If

the design has the latency of T cycles, then k two dimensional matrices are constructed where the i-th matrix is of
size T × ni (Figure 3). An entry in a CPS matrix represents the power state of a component during a specific
cycle and is determined by the algorithm.
System-wide energy function represents the energy dissipation of the designs belonging to a specific domain as a
function of the parameters associated with the domain.

B. Energy Estimation
Power dissipation by a RModule or Interconnect in a
particular state is captured as a power function of a set
of parameters. These functions are typically constructed
through curve fitting based on some sample low-level simulations (described in Section III). These functions may
also be provided by the vendors.
CPS matrices contain cycle specific power state information for each component. The entries in the CPS matrices
are determined by the algorithm.

Fig. 3. Component Power State Matrices

Fig. 2. Domain-Specific Modeling and System-wide Energy Estimation

The domain-specific nature of our energy modeling is exploited when the designer identifies the level of architecture
abstraction (RModules and Interconnects) appropriate to
the domain and/or chooses the parameters to be used in
the component specific power functions. This is a humanin-the-loop process and exploits the designer’s expertise in
the algorithm and the architecture family that constitutes
the domain. Well-known power models based on capacitance, voltage, and switching frequency can be more accurate and are generic to be applicable across many domains.
However, they do not provide a designer a clear understanding of the impact of his/her algorithmic level design
choices on the energy performance. Our modeling enables
the designer to rapidly explore a large design space based
on the understanding of the eﬀect of the design choices on
the overall energy performance.
To handle modeling complexity we follow a hierarchical
approach. Each RModule can be recursively divided into
RModules and Interconnects. This hierarchical nature allows the designer to capture the details of architecture in
the design at various levels of abstraction to define parameters aﬀecting performance.

Combining the CPS matrices and component specific
power functions (See Section III) for individual components, the total energy of the complete system is obtained
by summing the energy dissipation of individual components in each cycle. The system-wide energy function SE
is obtained as:


nl X
k
T
X
1 X
Ci .p.ps where ps = CP S(i, t, j)
SE =
f
i=1
j=1 t=1

(1)
Ci .p.ps is the power dissipated in the j-th component (j =
1...nl ) of type i during cycle t (t = 1...T ) and f is the
operating frequency. CP S(i, t, j) is the power state of the
j-th component of the i-th type during the t-th cycle.
Since the system-wide energy function is derived using
component specific power functions, the energy distribution among various components (the fraction of the total energy consumed by each component) can be obtained.
This information is used to identify candidate components
to be considered by the designer for energy optimization.
Details can be found in Section IV.
Due to the high-level nature of the model, we can rapidly
estimate the system-wide energy. In the worst
Pk case, the
complexity of energy estimation is O(T × l=1 ni ) (See
Equation 1) which corresponds to iterating over the elements of the CPS matrices and adding the energy dissipation by each component in each cycle. However, typically, there is a repeating pattern of state changes for a
component (for example, due to loop structures within the
algorithms). Also, diﬀerent components of the same type
dissipate the same amount of energy during each cycle.

Fig. 4. Power Function Estimation using MILAN

Therefore, based on these observations the time to compute the energy is better than the worst case complexity of
energy estimation stated above. Further, even if we compute the system-wide energy based on each cycle we do not
analyze the activities at the level of individual gates. Typically, there are only a few distinct components within a
domain that aﬀect energy dissipation of the designs in that
domain. Indeed, for the illustrative examples considered in
this paper, the time for energy estimation does not depend
on the problem size.
III. Estimating Component Specific Power
Functions
We use the MILAN framework [1] to derive the component specific power functions associated with the highlevel energy model. MILAN is a Model based Integrated
simuLAtioN framework for embedded system design and
optimization by integrating various simulators and tools
into a unified environment. In order to use the framework,
the designer first models the target system using the modeling paradigms provided in MILAN. The designer provides
the architecture and the parameters (with their possible
ranges) that significantly aﬀect the power dissipation of
the component. Model interpreters(MI) in the MILAN are
used to drive the integrated tools and simulators. Model
interpreters (MI) translate the information captured in the
models into the format required by the low level simulators
and tools.
Let z(p1 , . . . , pn ) be the component specific power function and p1 , . . . , pn be the parameters associated with the
component. Figure 4 illustrates the process of deriving
component specific power functions. This process involves
estimation of power dissipation through low-level simulation of the component at diﬀerent design points (a design
point is a unique combination of parameter values). For
low-level simulations, we have integrated simulator such as
XPower [16] and ModelSim [8] into the MILAN framework.
The switching activity for the input to the component can
be provided by the designer or specified as some default
values, depending on the desired accuracy. One can choose
appropriate values based on prior experience for the ease
of analysis. However, if higher accuracy is needed, behav-

ioral simulation of the complete application over expected
input vectors to the whole system can be performed to obtain exact values for switching activity at the input of each
component.
Low-level simulation is performed at each of the chosen design points to estimate the power dissipation. These
power estimates are fed to the power function builder. A
typical low-level simulation for power estimation of a sample design point proceeds as follows. The chosen sample
VHDL design is synthesized using Synopsys FPGA Express
on Xilinx ISE 4.1i. The place-and-route file (.ncd file) is
obtained for the target FPGA device, Virtex-II XC2V1500.
Mentor ModelSim 5.5e is used to simulate the module and
generate simulation results (.vcd file). These two files are
then provided to the Xilinx XPower tool to estimate the
energy dissipation.
The power function builder is driven by an MI from the
MILAN framework. For components with a single parameter, the power function can be obtained from curve-fitting
on sample simulation results. In case of larger number of
the parameters, surface fitting can be used. Currently, we
only focus on building component specific power functions
with at most two parameters. The resulting power functions are provided back to the designer.
The component specific power function of an interconnect depends on its length, operating frequency, and the
switching activity. We use Equation 2 to estimate power
dissipation in an interconnect. Φ.p denotes the power dissipation of a cluster of k RModules connected through the
candidate interconnect and M.pi represents power dissipation of the i-th RModule. The power dissipated by the
cluster is obtained by low-level simulation.

IC.p = Φ.p −

k
X

M.pi

(2)

i=1

While the initial eﬀort to build the component specific
power function might be costly compared with ad hoc approaches, the benefits are noticeable when the same components are re-used in diﬀerent designs within and across
domains.
IV. Illustrative Examples of Domain-Specific
Energy Modeling
To illustrate our domain-specific energy modeling, we
apply the techniques discussed in the previous sections to
define a high-level model for two domains implementing
matrix multiplication, a frequently used kernel operation
in wide variety of signal processing algorithms. For each
domain we identify the components and the component
specific parameters, identify the power functions for each
component, and finally derive a system-wide energy function. Two architecture families, a uniprocessor architecture
and a linear array architecture, are chosen to demonstrate
our approach.

A. Example 1: Uniprocessor Architecture
We define a uniprocessor (PE) implementing the usual
block matrix multiplication as the first domain. The PE
has one MAC (multiplier and accumulator), a cache of size
c, and I/O ports (see Figure 5). For the sake of illustration,
we assume that all operations have a single cycle latency
and the data matrices are stored in an external memory.
For n × n matrix multiplication, computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n3 ). Block matrix
√
√ multiplication
(BMM) is performed with block size of c × c. The I/O
complexity (amount
√ of traﬃc between the PE and external
memory) is O(n3 / c). This complexity corresponds to the
minimum achievable I/O complexity for matrix multiplication [5]. It can be observed that a large cache decreases
the I/O complexity and as a result improves the energy
performance for I/O.

increases but later for large values of c the system-wide
energy goes up.

Fig. 6. System-wide Energy for a PE and Energy Distribution as a
Function of Cache Size

B. Example 2: Linear Array Architecture

Fig. 5. Uniprocessor Architecture

A.1 Identifying Components and Parameters
We identified the MAC and the cache as RModules and
the I/O as an Interconnect. The size of the cache can be
controlled by the algorithm. The RModules have w bit
precision and the cache has one more parameter, c, the
cache size. For the sake of illustration, the cache size is the
only variable parameter and w = 8 is used. The component
specific power functions for MAC (M.p), cache (R.p), and
I/O (IO.p) are obtained through low-level simulation. The
MAC is implemented using CLB-based multiplier and the
cache is realized using register modules provided in the
Virtex-II library. M.p and IO.p are constants. The power
function for the cache is: R.p(c) = 22.88 + 2.34c (mW).
A.2 System-wide Energy Function
We consider the energy dissipated by the PE on an
FPGA. We do not consider the energy dissipated by the
external memory. The system-wide energy function (SE)
is:

SE(c) =

√
1 3
(n · M.p + n3 · R.p(c) + (n3 / c) · IO.p).
f

Note that as c varies, we obtain a family of the architectures each implementing matrix multiplication using BMM
with diﬀerent block sizes. The operating frequency f is 166
MHz. Figure 6 shows how diﬀerent values of c aﬀect the
system-wide energy and the energy distribution between
the components of the complete system for a 6 × 6 matrix
multiplication. As c increases, the energy for performing
I/O decreases but the energy dissipated in the cache increases. Initially, the system-wide energy decreases as c

For the second domain, we considered a linear array of
processing elements (PEs) with constant I/O bandwidth
(independent of the problem size) as the architecture family
to perform matrix multiplication. The following discussion
is based on optimal algorithms for matrix multiplication on
a linear array family of architectures [12].
B.1 Defining Components and Parameters
The structure of the linear array is shown in Figure 7. It
consists of two components: processing elements (PEs) and
interconnects connecting adjacent PEs. For the purpose of
high-level modeling, we identified the PE as an RModule
and the bus between two PEs as an Interconnect.

Fig. 7. Linear Array of PEs

In order to identify the component specific parameters,
we analyze the structure of each PE. The PE (See Figure
8) has a MAC of precision w and a memory of size s. The
memory is realized by using register modules provided in
the FPGA library. The PE has two power states ON and
OFF. During the ON state the multiplier is ON and thus
the PE dissipates more energy than the OFF state when the
multiplier is oﬀ. The power state of the multiplier is controlled by gated clocking. The PE also includes 6 registers
and 3 multiplexers of w bits. The key parameters aﬀecting
energy are precision (w), amount of memory within a PE
(s), and power states (ps).
A matrix multiplication algorithm for linear array architectures is proposed in [12]. There are several constraints
imposed by the algorithm which are exploited to identify
component specific parameters and their ranges. Also, to
achieve the minimum latency, the minimum number of PEs

power dissipation while both PEs are in ON state. The
power dissipated in the interconnect is IC.p = 39.74 mW.
Thus, our high-level model for matrix multiplication on
linear array architecture consists of PEs, Interconnects,
component specific parameters and their ranges as shown
in Table II, the power function for the PE (Equation 4),
and the power function for the interconnect.
B.3 Specifying System-wide Energy Function

Fig. 8. The details of the PE

needed for a n × n matrix multiplication is n [12]. Therefore, the range of s is given by 1 ≤ s ≤ n. To achieve
the minimal I/O complexity O(n2 ), the total amount of
memory across all PEs should be n2 . Therefore, the total
number of PEs (pe) is n dn/se. The latency (T ) of this
design using n dn/se PEs and s memory per PE is [12]:
1
T = (n2 + 2n dn/se − dn/se + 1).
f

(3)

We consider the problems of size 1 ≤ n ≤ 16. For the
sake of illustration, we fixed w at 8. The parameters and
their ranges are shown in Table II. Note that the parameters of interest are pe, ps, and s. The system-wide energy
function is specified using these three parameters.
TABLE II
Model Parameters
Parameters

Values or ranges

s
pe
w
ps

1≤s≤n
1 ≤ pe ≤ n dn/se
8
on, of f

B.2 Estimating Power Functions
To estimate the power function of the PEs, we applied
the technique described in Section III. The amount of
memory per PE (s) was varied. In the sample simulations,
the input data to the components in estimating the power
dissipation was randomly generated and its switching activity (sa) was found to be 25%. We chose the operating
frequency as 166 MHz since we compare our designs with
the matrix multiplication provided in the Xilinx library
which operates at the same frequency. The comparison
can be found in Section V. The power function for the PE
is given by:
½
7.01s + 31.04 (mW), ps = on
(4)
P E.p.ps =
7.01s + 14.04 (mW), ps = off .
The interconnect power function is constant. It is estimated using Equation 2 since the interconnect between
the PEs is localized in the design and is regular. We implemented two PEs and the interconnect, and measured the

To derive the system-wide energy function (SE) (shown
in Equation 5), we use Equation 1. In this domain, we can
separate the equation into three parts: the total energy dissipated in the PE when the multiplier is on ( EP E |on ), the
total energy dissipated in the PE when the multiplier is oﬀ
( EP E |of f ), and the total energy dissipated in interconnect
(EIC ). Therefore,
SE(n, s) = EP E |on + EP E |of f + EIC

(5)

Note that the power dissipation of all the PEs (at a given
state of multipliers) is identical. In each PE, the multiplier
is on for a duration of T / (dn/se) [12]. EP E |on is shown in
Equation 6. In each PE, the multiplier is oﬀ for a duration
of T · (1 − 1/ dn/se). EP E |of f is shown in Equation 7.
Equation 8 shows the total energy of interconnect. P E.p.ps
refers to the power dissipation of PE when its multiplier is
in state ps (See Equation 4).
EP E |on (n, s) =

lnm
T
§n¨ · n
· P E.p.ps=on
s
s

= n · T · P E.p.ps=on

(6)

lnm
1
· P E.p.ps=off
EP E |of f (n, s) = T (1 − § n ¨ ) · n
s
s
lnm
− n) · P E.p.ps=of f
= T (n
(7)
s
lnm
− 1) · IC.p
EIC (n, s) = T (n
(8)
s

In order to verify the accuracy of our high-level energy
modeling, we performed the following experiments. We
considered several sample designs with various problem
sizes (n = 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 16). We set s = n. We used the
system-wide energy function to estimate the system-wide
energy dissipation of these designs. We compared this result with a complete VHDL simulation using the Xilinx
tools. From Equation 3 the latency is n2 + 2n clock cycles.
Further, the PE, when s = n, is always in the ON state.
Therefore, the system-wide energy function simplifies to
SE(n, n) = EP E |ON + EIC . The system-wide energy for
n × n matrix multiplication with w = 8 is given in column
labeled "Estimated" in Table III.
We also implemented each of the sample designs in
VHDL and simulated them using Xilinx ISE 4.1i and Modelsim 5.5e. The energy estimation is performed using Xilinx
XPower. The input switching activity to these designs is
the same (25%) as used during evaluation of component

TABLE III
Illustration of Accuracy of Our Modeling in Example 2
Problem size
(n )

Energy (nJ )
Estimated
Measured

TABLE IV
Comparison for 6 × 6 matrix multiplication

Error

Metric

Xilinx
design [16]

Design based on
our methodology

3

21.4

23.1

7.4%

Area (# of slices)

179

1,074

6

159.9

169.1

5.4%

Latency (µ sec.)

2.17

0.295

8

399.6

430.2

7.1%

Energy (nJ )

260.5

169.1

9

590.6

633.0

6.7%

12

1,576.9

1,671.5

5.7%

16

4,357.8

4,646.4

6.2%

specific power functions. The measured energy values are
shown in column labeled "Measured" in Table III.
Table III also shows the error percentage of our high-level
estimation method when compared with energy estimation
values obtained through low-level simulation. The error on
the average is within 6.4% and is 7.4% in the worst case.
The time needed to perform high-level estimation (assuming the power functions are pre-computed) is on the order
of minutes on a Pentium III Xeon running at 700 MHz,
whereas the time needed for low-level simulation and power
estimation was 3 hours per design on the same machine.
V. Design Methodology Using the Model and
Energy Optimization
Our domain-specific modeling provides an energy estimation methodology to facilitate design decisions in the
early phases of the design cycle. The system-wide energy
function captures the impact of the architecture parameters
on the system-wide energy at the algorithmic level. Using
this, the designer identifies trade-oﬀs among area, latency,
and energy. The designer explores a domain and identifies
an appropriate design based on a selection criteria. The
detailed design methodology can be found in [10].
To demonstrate the energy eﬃciency of our data path
designs, we compare them with the designs provided by
the Xilinx library [16]. Xilinx provides a module for 3 × 3
matrix multiplication. To perform C = A × B, the module
uses one set of 3 registers for A matrix to store one row
and the another set of 9 registers to store the complete B
matrix. A single multiplier is used. A row of data from
A and the complete B are brought in to the module to
compute the first row of C. This process is repeated for
the other two rows of A to generate the complete C. For
larger problem size, block matrix multiplication with block
size 3 × 3 is used. The operating frequency of the module
is 166 MHz. The energy dissipation was measured using
XPower. Table IV shows the area, latency, and the systemwide energy of the designs.
For our design, we estimate the energy dissipation using the system-wide energy function (Equation 5) with the
same operating frequency as the Xilinx module, f = 166
MHz. The other parameters are w = 8, n = 6, and s = 6.
Our design uses more area compared with the Xilinx design since we use 6 multipliers. However, the larger I/O
requirement of the Xilinx library results in higher energy

dissipation. Our design dissipates about 30% less energy.
Also, using our model and design methodology, the designer can further optimize a chosen design by improving
the performance of the components that consume the significant energy. Initially, the system-wide energy function
is analyzed to identify the distribution of energy dissipation among various types of components (See Figure 6).
Components with higher percentage of energy dissipation
are chosen as possible candidates for design modification.
The detailed optimization techniques can be found in [10].
VI. Related Work
Several research eﬀorts have focused on rapid energy estimation of a design on FPGAs. Shang and Jha [14] proposed a black-box approach to estimate energy based on
input and output signal statistics. This approach is suitable for estimation of average power dissipation of a RTlevel component to be embedded into a system. However,
it is not applicable for algorithm level power analysis. On
the other hand, our model captures various architecture
parameters that can be manipulated at algorithmic level
for energy optimization.
XPower, the power estimation tool provided by Xilinx
[16], estimates the energy dissipation of FPGAs based on
low-level simulation. The input to the tool is LUT-level
place-and-route information along with details of switching
activity for LUT-level components. While its accuracy is
comparable with the actual execution of the design, it does
not support energy estimation early in the design phase
when the complete system description in some HDL is not
available. Stammermann et al. presented ORINOCO, a
software tool for power dissipation analysis and optimization at the algorithmic level from C/C++ and VHDL description [15]. However, C/C++ or VHDL descriptions do
not capture parameters aﬀecting system-wide energy and
also a designer requires a complete knowledge of the final
system before the code can be generated in these languages.
Both ORINOCO and XPower are essentially estimation
tools and can be used in our methodology to perform lowlevel sample simulations necessary for specifying our component specific power functions. We have compared our
estimation accuracy against XPower.
Chou et al. proposed a hardware/software co-synthesis
CAD tool (IPChinook) [4] primarily targeted towards
ASIC design from a single high-level specification (for
both hardware and software) and hardware/software cosimulation. This tool does not capture the eﬀect of parameter variation on energy dissipation for individual compo-

nents which is essential for algorithmic level analysis.
In [2] regression tree [3] is used to improve the power estimation of a RT-level component. Starting with candidate
variables (I/O bits), the variable vi , which has the maximum impact on the power dissipation is identified. Then
the sample power dissipation results of power measurement
is split in two subsets based on this variable. The splitting
is recursively performed to build a regression tree which
ranks variables in their significance with respect to the
power. It is a bottom-up approach starting from low-level
implementation and ends in identifying significant variables
aﬀecting the power.
In contrast, our model starts with candidate parameters
chosen from a high-level view of the architecture and algorithm. The eﬀect of the parameters on the system-wide
energy is captured in the component specific power functions. The component specific power functions are used to
obtain parameter values for optimal power performance by
traversing the design space at an algorithmic level.

framework [1]. It evaluates the system-level design space
against user specified constraints [9] to identify an appropriate design.
Currently, analytical techniques are being developed for
various options for interconnection resources available in
the state-of-the-art FPGA devices to predict their energy
behavior. Family of architectures that contains interconnection networks such as hypercubes and binary trees are
being considered for future analysis.
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